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Introduction.
In this paper we study extensions of C* -algebras
O^A-^E-^B^O
where A and B are what we call AT>-algebras. These AP-algebras are the
(7*-algebras studied by Elliott in the first of his recent classification papers
[Ell]. Under the assumption that A and B have torsion-free JC-theory, Lin
and R0rdam [LR] showed that a necessary and sufficient condition for E to
again be an AP-algebra is that it has real rank zero and stable rank one.
This generalized an earlier result of Brown [Bri] involving AF algebras
where these conditions were automatically fulfilled. For a C*-algebra A let
RR{A) denote its real rank (see [BP]) and let tsr(A) denote its topological
stable rank (see [R]).
We exhibit extensions where E is not an AP-algebra even though
RR(E) == 0, tsr(E') = 1 and A and B are AP-algebras. In fact, E is not
even a limit of homogeneous algebras [BD], so is not covered by the more
general classification schemes now emerging. Despite this, U 0 E is an AF
algebra when U is an appropriate UHF algebra.
The obstruction that prevents E from being an AP-algebra is an
element of Ext(r, J^i(A)) where T denotes the torsion subgroup of K-^(B)
(*) partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9303361.
(**) partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9215024.
Key words : (7*-algebras - Extensions - Inductive limits - K-theory.
A.M.S. Classification : 46L05 - 46L80 - 46M40.
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(see Propositions 4.2 and 4.4). This is a K\ analog of the obstruction
to quasidiagonality discovered by L. G. Brown [Br2] and will be further
explored in [BD]. See also [Sa].
We conjecture that the vanishing of this obstruction implies that E is
an AP-algebra. We were able to prove this under stronger assumptions—
namely if K\{A) is trivial or K-t(B) is torsion free— (see Theorem 3.1).
Let us now describe explicitly the C*-algebras we will be working
with. The so-called building blocks are the scalars, C; the circle algebra,
G(T); the unital dimension-drop interval, defined below; and all C*algebras arising from these by forming matrix algebras and taking finite
direct sums. The collection of all building blocks will be denoted P. A
C*—algebra will be called an AP-algebra if it is isomorphic to an inductive
limit of elements of V. If only circle algebras are involved, we call such a
limit an AT-algebra.
By the non-unital dimension-drop interval we mean
In = {/ C C([0,l],Mn) I /(O) = 0, /(I) is scalar}.
Let In denote the unitization of In;
In = {/ e C([0,1], Mn) | /(O), /(I) are scalars}.
It is automatic that an AP-algebra has topological stable rank equal
to one. The real rank must be either zero or one.
Elliott showed that ordered JC-theory is a complete isomorphism
invariant for the simple AP-algebras of real rank zero. In particular the
AP-algebras that have torsion free K\ -groups are exactly the AT-algebras
and those that have vanishing K\ -groups are exactly the AF-algebras.
The importance of In is that it introduces torsion in K\^ a feature
lacking in AT-algebras. If one wishes to use a commutative building
block that has K\ equal to Z/n, one can use the mapping cone of a
degree-77, *-homomorphism Co(M 2 )—^ Go(R2). This will be Co(Y) for some
three-dimensional CW complex. Unfortunately, a commutative (7*-algebra
behaves rather badly with respect to inductive limits if the dimension of
its spectrum is greater than one (see [DL1]).
A nice description of In is that it is the mapping cone of the unital
*-homomorphism C —> Mn(C). From this, (or from the exact sequence
involving the ideal SMn) one sees that
^o(In)=0, ^i(In)=Z/n
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and thus
^o(?n)=Z, K,(ln)=Z/n.

It is quite reasonable to think of In 0 /C as a deformed version of
Co(Y) (g) /C. (We argue this point in [DL3] ).
The advantage of In over Co(Y) is that it is generated by stable
relations (cf [Lol], [Lo3]) and so is very well behaved with respect to
inductive limits. For example, see Proposition 1.2. This gives an alternate
characterization of AP-algebras that does not mention inductive limits.
The test is to approximate a finite set of elements by an appropriate
subalgebra with no regard to whether the various subalgebras are nested.
These building blocks also seem to be key from the point of view of
J^-theory. Since C'(S'1) is universally generated by a unitary, it is essentially
by definition that there is a natural isomorphism
[Co(R),A0/C]^^i(A)
where we use [—, —] to denote homotopy classes of *-homomorphisms. We
have shown [DL2], using a "suspension theorem" in ^-theory that there is
an analogous isomorphism
[^,A0/C]^^i(A;Z/n)=J^(^,A).

That this involves actual *-homomorphisms rather than asymptotic morphism is a consequence of stable relations. In contrast, all that can be said
( cf [DL2]) using Co(Y) is
[[Co(r),A0/C]]^^i(A;Z/n).

Here [[—, —]] denotes homotopy classes of asymptotic morphisms [CH].
The proof of our main theorem requires that we generalize several
results regarding unitaries in a (7*-algebra A, i.e. maps from C{S1) to
A, to the context of *-homomorphisms from In to A. For example, we
extended a result ofLin on finite-spectrum unitaries [Lil] to show that when
RR(A) = 0, any (p : In —^ A that is zero on K-theory can be perturbed
slightly to have finite-dimensional range.
We also need a result, Theorem 2.3, regarding lifting homomorphisms
from Hom(ln,E/A) to Hom(In.E) when E has stable rank zero and real
rank one. This is much more involved than the analogous result about
lifting unitaries.
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1. Perturbation results.
Recall from the introduction that V denotes the class of C*-algebras
isomorphic to C'*-algebras of the form (D M^)(D^) where Di = Ind) or
1=1
Di = G(T), for some r,m(%),n(%) € N. It was proven in [Lo3] that any
C*-algebra D € T> is isomorphic to some universal G*-algebra C*(G,R)
with finitely many generators G = { ^ i , . . . , ^} and exactly stable relations
R = {p^ ... ,p^f} with pj polynomials in ^, ^*. See [Lol] for the definitions
regarding stable relations. Using results in [Lol] one easily derives the
following perturbation result.
THEOREM 1.1. — Let D ^ C*{G,R) be a G* -algebra with exactly
stable relations. Then for any T] > 0 there is 6 > 0 such that for any C*algebras E ^ B and ^-homomorphisms a : D —> B, TT : E —> B, with TT
surjective and for any y ^ , . . . VN e E satisfying

\\pj(yi,..., yN)\\ <6 j = l , . . . , M
\\Vi\\<\\9i\\+6

i=l^.^N

\\^{yi) - ^{9i)\\ <8

z=l,...,^

there is a ^-homomorphism (p : D —> E such that Try? = a and
\\^{9i) - Vi\\ < ^ Z = 1 , . . . , 1 V .

Proof. — Since TT is onto there are z i , . . . ZN € E with \\Zi — yi\\ < 6
and Tr(^) = cr(^) for i = 1,..., N. The relations pj are polynomials. Thus
there is a real continuous function a = a(^), a(0) = 0 such that
\\pj{z^...,ZN)\\^a{6) j = l , . . . M
\\Zi\\^\\gi\\^a{6) z = l , . . . , A T .
For the rest of the proof we will write a for a(6). Let Da = C^(G^R)
denote the universal (7*-algebra generated by g^... ,^ subject to
\\9?\\^\\9i\\+^ |h,(^...,^)||^a.

By the universality of Da the map g^ ^—> zi extends to a well defined
*-homomorphism (pa '- Da —>- E. If pa '. Da —^ D, p(g^) = gi is the
canonical surjection it is clear that 7T(pa = crpa' By hypothesis D has
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exactly stable relations. This means that if a = a{6) is small enough, then
there is a *-homomorphism a a ' D -> Da such that p^a. = idD and
\\aQ{9i)-9?\\ ^ ^(oQ with fi{a) —^ 0 as a —> 0. Setting (p = (p^a : D -^ E
we have 7np = T^paOo = apaO-a = 0- and
IK^z) - ^ 1 1 == \\^aCTa{9i) - ^9?) + ^ - ^||

^ fji(a{6)) +6 <rj

for small enough 6.

Q

The following proposition gives a characterization of AP-algebras.
PROPOSITION 1.2. — A G* -algebra E is an AD-algebra if and only if
for any finite subset F of E and e > 0 there is a C"-algebra D € V and a
^-homomorphism (p : D —^ E such that dist(x, ip(D)) < e for all x C F.
Proof. — We omit the proof which is based on Theorem 1.1 and is
very similar to the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [Lol].
D
PROPOSITION 1.3. — If A is an AD-algebra of real rank zero then
every hereditary C*-subalgebra of A is an AD-algebra.
Proof. — The proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 3 in
[LR] and is omitted.
D
THEOREM 1.4. — Let D e V and let (p : D —^ B be a ^-homomorphism
to a real rank zero C*-algebra. Suppose that (^ : K^{D) —^ K^(B) is the
zero map. Then for any finite subset G C D and e > 0 there exists a
^-homomorphism ^ : V —> B with finite dimensional image such that
||(^(a) - ^(a)|| < e for all a e G.
The proof of Theorem 1.4 is divided into a number of lemmas.
LEMMA 1.5. — Suppose that D is a C*-algebra with exact stable
relations and B is a real rank zero C*-algebra. Suppose that (p : Mn(D) —>
B is a ^-homomorphism. For any e > 0 and any finite set G C D there exist
matrix units pi j G B and ^o : D —> p-^Bp^ such that the ^-homomorphism
(po (g) idM^ : D —> Mn(pnBp^) C B approximates (p within e on G.
Proof. — Let D = C*(GQ,R) for exactly stable relations R. Clearly
we may assume that Go = G. The lemma is trivial if D has a unit. If not,
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we may still apply Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 of [Lo2] to conclude that (p has a
factorization (p = 70 (y?i 0idMn) where y?i : D —> BQ is a *-homomorphism
to some hereditary subalgebra BQ of f? and 7 : Mn(Bo) -^ B is such that
7(60 en) == 6 for 6 e JE?o. By Theorem 2.6 in [BP], Bo has an approximate
unit (q\) consisting of projections. Choosing Ao large, we may assume that
QXo^iWQXo is close to y ? l( a ) f01* a^ a € G. The map a —^ q\^(d)q\Q is
an approximate representation of D in q\^Bq\Q which is close to (p\ on
G. By Theorem 1.1 this implies that there exists (po : A —^ q\yBq\Q with
||^o(a)-^i(a)|| < e for all a € G. Letp^ = 7(9Ao^)^•). Clearly 70(990 0 id)
factors through Mn(pnBpn)) is in the desired fashion.
D
LEMMA 1.6. — Suppose that B is a real rank zero C*-algebra and
(p : Mn(Co(0,1)) —> B induces the zero map on K\. Then for any finite set
G C Co(0,1) and e > 0 , there exists -0 : Mn(Co(0,1)) —^ B with finite
dimensional image and ||<^(a) — ^(o)|| < e for all a in B.
Proof. — For n = 1, this is basically a result of Lin (see [Li2]). In
the general case the previous lemma allows us to assume, without loss of
generality that (p factors as
<Po0id

i

A-——Mn(Bo)^B
where BQ is a corner in B. Also Mn(£?o) is a corner. Using Lemma 2.3 in
[Lil] one can show that i induces an injective map on K\. Therefore (RQ
must be injective on K\ and we have reduced the problem to the (proven)
case n = 1.
D
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.4. Arguing as in the proof
of Lemma 1.6 we reduce the proof to the cases D = In and D = (7(T).
To be specific, let e be a central projection in D and set / = <^(e).
By Theorem 2.5 in [BP], fBf has real rank zero. Using Lemma 2.3 of
[Lil] it is easily seen that the restriction of (p to eDe induces the zero
map K\{eDe) —> K\{fBf). Thus we may assume that D is of the form
^m(In) or D = Mm(C(T)) and (p is unital. Using matrix units one can
put (p in the form y? = -0 (g) idj^ where ^ maps In (or G(T) ) into the
commutant of (p(Mm) in B. This commutant is a real rank zero (7*-algebra
and '0 induces the zero map on K\. Since the case D = C'(T) is covered
by JL12], it suffices to consider the case when D = In and (p is unital.
Equivalently it is enough to consider the restriction of (p to In. Write
In = (7* (G', R) where G = { 0 2 , . . . , On? ^i ? • • • 5 x-ni h} is the canonical set
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of generators with a^xi € M^(Co(0,l)) and h corresponding to t (g) 1^
(see Proposition 2.3 in [Lol]. There v = e^ was used rather than h.) The
restriction of ^ to Mn(Co(0,l)) is zero on 2<i. Lemma 1.6 implies that
there is a finite dimensional subalgebra BQ C B and a *-homomorphism
'0o ^ Mn(Co(0,1)) —^ Bo such that '0o(aj),'0o(^) are close to (p(aj),(p(xi).
Our basic strategy is now to apply the "stable relation operation" given in
the proof of Theorem 6.2 of [Lol]. With a small modification (discussed
below) this operation yields elements Aj,Xi,H in B that are close to
^o{aj), ^o(xi), ^>(K), are an exact representation for the relations of In
and also Aj, Xi C Bo. This last condition forces H to have finite spectrum
since e2^ - 1 e BQ. The map ^ : In -^ B determined by Aj,Xi,H
must therefore have finite-dimensional image, so we are done modulo the
following. The required modification of the proof of Theorem 6.2 is to
replace the map (3 in the proof by

ro
W=

te[-6^}

^ te[^l-6}

[l

te [ 1 - 6 , 1 - } - 6 } .

The construction now keeps the first 2n - 1 generators inside any given
subalgebra.
D
LEMMA 1.7. — Let A be a G* -algebra and let (p : In -^ A be a
^-homomorphism. Then diag(y?, ^ , . . . , (p) : In —^ Mn(A) is null homotopic.
Proof. — Let a : In -^ Mn{ln) be given by a(a) = ( a , . . . , a).
Since diag((/?,..., (p) factors through a it is enough to prove that a is. null
homotopic. Let In denote the unit of Mn. There is a unitary u € Mn 0 Mn
such that n* (In 0 Mn) u = Mn 0 In. Then
7^ : In -^ Mndn),

^s)se[0,l]

7s (a) (t) = u diag(a(^s),..., a(ts)) u*
defines a homotopy of *-homomorphisms connecting the null map to
ad(^) o a. Let Us be a continuous path of unitaries connecting u to the
identity. Then ad('Us) o a is a homotopy joining ad(n) o a with a.
D
PROPOSITION 1.8. — Let A be a unital C*-algebra of real rank zero
and let <I>t : In —^ A, (^t)te[o,i]? be a homotopy of ^-homomorphisms. Fix
e > 0 and Jet G be a finite subset of In. Then for any r ^ 1 there is a *homomorphism r : In —^ Mnr(A) with finite dimensional image and there

^
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is a unitary u e M^+i(ClA) such that
||diag(^o(a),T(a)) -u diag(^i(a),r(a))) u*||
^ c + 2 mb€G
a x sup ||^(&) - ^(&)||
\s-t\^

for all a eG.

Proof. — Let m = nr and for 0 ^ k < i ^ m + 1 define
^[M) : ^ -> M^(A) by ^^) = diag(^,^^i,...,^V We
also need to consider F : 1^ ^ M^(A), r ^ dia^(ro,ri, m. ,r,-i)
where r^ : In -> M^(A) is given by I\ = diag^^^fc,... ^A Let
Q;(G,r) = max
sup 11^5(6) - ^(&)||. One can check^asily that
beG
\s-t\^
max{||^[i^+i)(a) - r(a)||, ||^o,m)(a) - r(a)||} ^ a(G,r)
for all a € G. Since
^[o,m+i) = diag(^o^[i,m+i)) = diag(^o,m),^i)
it follows that
ll^[o,m+i)(a)-diag(^o(a),r(a))|| ^a(G,r)
||^[o,m+i)(a) -diag(r(a)^i(a))|| ^ a(G,r)
whence
||diag(^o(a),r(a)) -^ diag(^>i(a),r(a)) ^*|| ^ 2a(G,r)
for a suitable permutation unitary u e £4r+i(C).
r is null homotopic by Lemma 1.7 hence it induces the zero map on
^-theory. Using Theorem 1.4 we can perturb F to a *-homomorphism r
with finite dimensional image.
Q

2. A lifting result.
LEMMA 2.1. — Let Abe a closed ideal of a real rank zero algebra E.
IfF is a finite dimensional C7*-subalgebra ofE, then there is an increasing
sequence of projections (pk)k, which forms an approximate unit for A such
that each pk commutes with F.
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Proof. — Let F = Fi e ... e Fy. be the decomposition of F into a
direct sum of factors. If fi is the unit of Fi then fiEfi has real rank zero
(see [BP]) and jiAji is a closed ideal in fzEfi. Thus it will suffice to find
an increasing sequence of projections (p\')k which form an approximate
unit for fiAfi and which commute with Fi C fiEfi. Indeed it is clear that
Pk = Pk + • • • +Pfc w1^ nave ^ne desired properties. Thus we have reduced
the proof of the lemma to the case F ^ Mm'
Let (eij) be matrix units in Mm- Then both e\\Ee\\ and its closed
ideal enAen have real rank zero. By [BP], Theorem 2.9 or [Z] Theorem 6,
eiiAen has an increasing sequence of projections (qk)k which form an
771

approximate unit. Then pk = ^ ^n^k^u defines an approximate unit
z=l

having the desired properties.

D

LEMMA 2.2. — Let
0 -^ A -^ E -^ B -> 0
be an extension of G* -algebras. Suppose that A,B and E have real rank
zero and stable rank one. Then for any ^-homomorphism r : D —> B with
finite dimensional image there is a ^-homomorphism r ' : D —^ E with
finite dimensional image such that TTT' = r. If E, B are unital and r is unit
preserving then one can arrange that r' is unit preserving.
Proof. — The proof is based on results in [BP] and [Zh] and is formally
similar to the proof in the case of AF- algebras (see [Eff]). One needs to lift
matrix units in B to matrix units in E. The whole argument is essentially
contained in the proof of Lemma 6 in [LR].
D
THEOREM 2.3. — Let
O^A^E^B -^0
be an extension of separable C*-algebras. Suppose that A,B and E have
real rank zero and stable rank one. Suppose that E and B have units
and let a : Mm^n) —> B be a unital ^-homomorphism. If the map
a^ : K\ (In) —^ K-i{B) lifts to a morphism of groups ^i(In) —^ K-t(E)
then there is a ^-homomorphism (p : Mm(^-n) —^ MR^E), for some R ^ 1,
such that (TT 0 idMp) ° (? = diag(cr, 0 , . . . , 0).
Proof. — First we prove the theorem for m = 1. For most of the proof
we deal with the restriction of <j to In which is denoted by a too. For the
sake of clarity we divide the proof in several stages.
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a) Lifting a at the level of PR-theory.
By [K] there is an exact sequence of KK-gronps
KK{ln, E) ^ KK(1^B) -^ KK^ (I,, A).
Thus [cr] e KK(ln,B) lifts to an element in KK{ln,E) if and only if
SE^] = 0. By the universal coefficient theorem of [RS]
XXi(I^,A)^Hom(Xi(I,),Xo(A))eExt(^i(I,),^i(A)).
According to this decomposition ^[a] has two components /i6Hom(.RTi(In),
Ko(A)) and e € Exi(K-t(ln)^K^{A)). The first component h is equal to
^i o cr^ where ^i : K-i(B) —> KQ^A) is the index map. Since A,B and £'
have real rank zero and stable rank one it follows from Proposition 4 in
[LR] that both index maps <^i and 60 : KQ(B) —> K\{A) are the zero maps.
In particular this shows that h = 0. The second component of SE^} is
given by the isomorphism class e € Ext(^i(Iyj, J^i(A)) of the pullback by
a^ : K-\_(ln) —> K\{B) of the extension
0 -> ^i(A) -> K^E) -^ K^(B) -^ 0.
Note that the above extension occurs since the index maps SQ and <^i are
vanishing. Since a^ lifts to a morphism ^i(In) —^ K-i{E) it follows that e
is the isomorphism class of a split extension hence e = 0. This proves that
[a}e^KK(ln,E).
b) Lifting a up to a homotopy.
By Corollary 7.1 in [DL2] for any C'*-algebra D
KK(ln, D) = [1^ D ^ /C] = limply M,(D)].
r

In view of a) this implies that there is a *-homomorphism i^ :ln —^ Mr{E)
such that <l>i = 7iv0 is homotopic to <I>o = diag(a, 0 , . . . , 0) via a homotopy
^>t '- In -^ Mr{B\ t e [0,1]. Here TIV stands for the *-homomorphism
7T0idM, : Mr(E) ^ Mr(B).

c) Producing approximate liftings.
Let ^ > 0 and let G be a finite subset of In. Using Proposition 1.8
we find a *-homomorphism r :ln —> Mr' (B) with finite dimensional image
and a unitary u G My+r^CIa) such that
||diag(<I>o(a),r(a)) - u diag(^i(a),r(a)) u"\\ <6
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for all a G G. Using Lemma 2.2 we lift r to a *-homomorphism r ' : In —>
Mr'(E) with finite dimensional image. Let V € M^+y^Cl^) be the obvious
lifting of u. Then the formula
(^(a)=Vdiag(^(a),r'(a))V*
defines a *-homomorphism y?<$ : In —>• Mr^-r' (E) such that
||diag(cr(a),0^-i,r(a)) -7Ty.+^^(a)|| < 6
for all a (=. G.
d) Perturbing approximate liftings to exact liftings.
Choosing 6 > 0 and G in step c) to be as in Theorem 1.1, one can
perturb (ps to a *-homomorphism </?o ' In —)> My.-^/ (.E) with
7iv+^y?o = diag(cr,0r.-i,r).
Next we modify y?o m order to get a lifting of diag(cr, Or+r'-i)- By Lemma
2.1 there is an approximate unit of projections (qk)k m My.+^-i(A), which
commutes with diag(Or-i,T'(a)) for all a C In. Since for all a G In
7iv+^((^o(a) - diag(0^,T'(a))) = diag(a(a),0^4.^-i)
it follows that all the entries, but the (1,1) entry of (po(a) — diag(0y., r'{d))
lie in A. If fk = diag(l£;, qk) this is easily seen to imply that
lim \\(po(a)fk - /fc^o(a)|| = 0

k—> oo

for all a e. InLet Ek = fkMr^-r'{E)fk. By compressing y?o by the projections fk we
get a sequence of linear self-adjoint maps (pk : In —)> Eki ^pkW = fk^oWfk
such that ||^fc(a&) - ^pk{o)^k(b'}\\ —^ 0 for all a, b € In and TTr+r'^k =
diag(cr,0r+^_i). We conclude from Theorem 1.1 that if k is big enough
then ipk can be perturbed to a *-homomorphism (p : In —> Ek C Mr-\.r' (E)
such that 7ry.+^/y?(a) = diag^a^Or+r'-i) for all a € In. Finally we extend
(p to a unital *-homomorphism y? : In —>- -Kfc by setting <^(1) = /A;- The
proof for the case m = 1 is complete. However, we choose to perturb (p
once more in order to arrange that y?(l) is of the form diag(l^,p,... ,p) €
Mr^.r'(E) for some projections p € A. Let (pfc)fc be an approximate unit
of A consisting of projections and let gk = diag(l^,pfc,... ,pfe)- Then ^
commutes asymptotically with (p and Tr(^fc) = (l^O^+^-i). As above we
can perturb gk<p(')gk to a *-homomorphism In —^ gkMr^.r'{E)gk which lifts
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diag(cr, Or+r 7 -!)- Then we extend this *-homomorphism to a unital one that
sends 1 to gk.
e) The general case m ^ 1.
Let (e^-) be a system of matrix units for Mm C Mm(^n) and let
eij = cr(e^). Lemma 2.2 shows that there are matrix units (e^-) in E such
that 7r(e^) = e^- and en + ... + Cynm = l^- Consider the extension
0 -^ eiiAen -^ en^n -^ e^Be^ -^ 0
and the *-homomorphism (TO :ln —> e,^\Be\\ given by o'o{d) = <7(d0 e^i)'
This extension and <JQ do satisfy all the hypotheses of the Theorem in the
case m = 1. Indeed by [R] and [BP] full corners of a given C*-algebra C
have the same stable rank and real rank as C. Thus by the first part
of the proof we find a *-homomorphism (po : In —>• M^(E) such that
^R^PO = diag(ao,0j?-i) and y?o(l) = diag(en,p,... ,p) for^some projection
p € eiiAen. Setting a^ = e^ipeij G A we define y?: M^(I^) —>• MR^E) by
y?(d(g)e^) =gn^o(d)g^

where ^ = diag(e^-,a^,... ,a^) € Mp{E). It is clear then that y? is a
lifting of a.
D

3. A result on extensions.
THEOREM 3.1. — Let
0-^A-^E-^->B -^0
be an extension of C*-algebras where A and B are AD-algebras of real
rank zero. Suppose that either ^i(A) = 0 or Ki{B) is torsion free. Then
the following are equivalent :
(i) E is an AD-algebra of real rank zero.
(ii) E has real rank zero and stable rank one.
(iii) The index maps 60 : Ko(B) -> K^(A) and <^i : K^{B) -^ Ko{A) are
zero.
Proof. — (ii) <^> (iii) follows from Proposition 4 in [LR] while (i) =^>
(ii) since all AP-algebras have stable rank one. It remains to prove that
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(ii) => (i). Consider the extension
7r0idj<:

O^A(g)/C->£(8)/C——^B(g)/C-^0
and let
£ o o = { 2 / e £ ( g ) / C : 7 T ( 8 ) idjc{y) C B 0 en}.
We form the extension
0 -^ A (g) /C -^ £00 -^ B ^ 0

where 71-00 is the restriction of TT 0 id^ to £00. Note that E ^ £ (g) en is
a hereditary subalgebra of £'00- Therefore by Proposition 1.3 it suffices to
prove that £00 is an AP-algebra. For the sake of clarity we divide the proof
into several stages.
a) We prove that for any finite subset F of £'00 and any e > 0, there
is a (7*-algebra D € P and a *-homomorphism (p : D —>• £00 such that
dist(a;, <^(D) + A 0 /C) < e for all x C F.
Since £00 = £ 0 en + A (g) /C it is clear that we may assume that
F C £(g)en ^ £. Since B is an inductive limit of C*-algebras in P, after a
small perturbation of F, we may assume that 7r(F) is contained in the image
of some *-homomorphism a : D —>• B with D e P. Decompose D into a
direct sum D = DiC.. .C^r- with A ^ Af^(,)(i^)) or D, = M^(,)(C(T)).
Let /f be the unit of Di and let fz = ^(/^°). Using Lemma 2.2 we lift
f i ^ - ' - f r to mutual orthogonal projections / i , . . . , / ^ C £. All the (7*algebras in the extension
0 - ~hAj, -. J,EJ, ^ f,Bf, -. 0
have real rank zero (see [BP]) and stable rank one (see [R]). In particular,
the index maps 6^ : K^fiBfi) —> ^+i(/^A/J are zero by Proposition
4 in [LR]. Consider now the case K^(A) = 0. By Proposition 2.3 in
[Lil] K^{f^Afi) is isomorphic to a subgroup of ^i(A) hence is zero.
Consequently
^:K,(f,Ej,)-^K,(fiBfi)
is an isomorphism. Thus if Di ^ M^)(I^)) we can use Theorem 3.3
in order to produce *-homomorphisms ^ : Di —^ Mp^f^Ef^) such that
7T(pi = diag(a^O^-i) where <Ji denotes the restriction of a to Di. In the
case DI = M^)(G(T)) we use Lemma 6 in [LR] to get a lifting (pi for c^.
Note that Lemma 6 in [LR] is valid for an arbitrary short exact sequence
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that involves only C*-algebras with real rank zero and stable rank one with the same proof. Consider now the case when K^(B) is torsion free. By
Elliott's classification theorem [Ell] this implies that B is an AT-algebra.
Thus we may assume that each Dz is a matrix algebra over (7(T). As above
Lemma 6 in [LR] will provide the desired lifting of a~i.
It is clear then that the formula
y?(dl, . . . , dr) = ^l(dl) + . . . + (pr(dr)

defines a *-homomorphism ^ : D —> Mp{E) such that Tr^y? = diag(cr, Op-i).
We conclude that 7r(F) C (p(D) + A 0 /C.
b) Let ^p '. D —> MR,(E)r\Eoo be as above. We prove that for any ji > 0
and any finite subset G of D there is an increasing sequence of projections
(pk)k which form an approximate unit of A and such that
(*)

\\^{a}pk -pk^(a)\\ < ^ for all aeG.

The case when Ki(B) is torsion free is solved by Lemma 10 in [LR]
which is valid for any C*-algebra A of real rank zero and stable rank one.
Thus we need to consider only the case J<i(A) = 0. For the beginning we
assume that A (8) /C is an essential ideal of Eoo. Thus we can regard Eoo
as a subalgebra of the multiplier algebra M(A (8) /C). Since -K'i(A) = 0 it
follows by a result of Lin [Li2] that M(A 0 /C) has real rank zero. On the
other hand J^i(M(A(g)/C)) = 0 (see [Bl]). But then Theorem 1.4 shows that
we can perturb y to a *-homomorphism ^ : D —^ M{A 0 /C) with finite
dimensional image and ||(/?(a)—'0(a)|| < ^ for all a G G. Lemma 2.1 gives an
increasing sequence of projections (pk)k which form an approximate unit
of A 0 /C commuting with the image of ^. It is immediate that each pk
satisfies (*).
The general case when A 0 fC is not necessarily an essential ideal of
Eoo follows from the special case when A 0 /C is an essential ideal. One can
argue as in the proof of Lemma 9 in [LR].
c) Let F = {a;i,... ,a^} C Eoo and let e > 0. We prove that there
is C € T> and there is a *-homomorphism ^ : C —> Eyo such that
dist(xi^{C)) < 3e for all Xi in F. By Proposition 1.3 this will imply
that Eye (and therefore E) is an AP-algebra.
Let D and ip : D —> Eoo be given by a). It follows that there are
d i , . . . , dg € D and a i , . . . , a^ € A 0 /C such that \\Xi — ^p(di) — di\\ < e for
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i = 1,..., £. Let G be a set of generators of D such that { d i , . . . , c^} C G.
Using b) we find an approximate unit of projections (qk)k for A such that
||^(d) - ^{d)qk\\ -> 0 for all d € D.
For big enough fc
\\Xi - (1 - gfe)^(d,)(l - ^) - qk{y(di) + a,)gfc|| < e

for z = 1,...,-^. The sequence of linear selfadjoint maps (pk ' D —>
(1 - qk)E^(l - qk)^k{d) = (1 - qk)^{d)(l - qk) satisfies : \\ipk(dc) ^k(d)ipk{c)\\ -^ 0 for all d,c € D. Theorem 1.1 shows that if k is big
enough, then we find a *-homomorphism '0i : D —> (1 — qk)Eoo(l — q^)
such that ||^i (di) - ^(d,)|| < e for % = 1,...,^. Since A is an AValgebra, there exist D' € V and a *-homomorphism ^ : D/ —^ qkEoc qk
such that dist(qk{^(di) + 0^)^, ^{D')) < e for all z = 1,... ^. Setting
^(d©d') = '0l(^)+'02(d / ) we obtain a *-homomorphism ^ : D@D1 —> Eoo
such that dist(^, '0(D © D')) < 3e for z = 1,... ,t.
D

4. Examples.
The purpose of this section is to produce examples of extensions
0-^A^E-^B^O
where A, B, E are C*-algebras of real rank zero and stable rank one and
such that A and B are AP-algebras but E is not an AP-algebra.
LEMMA 4.1. — The K\ -group of any proper quotient of M^(I^) or
M^(G(T)) is zero.
Proof. — It suffices to consider the case m = 1. We give the proof
only for dimension-drop interval algebras. The proof for circle algebras is
similar and easier. Let TT : In —> B be a surjective *-homomorphism with
nonzero kernel J 7^ In. It follows that
J={f^n\

f\F=0}

for some closed proper subset F of [0,1]. Write F = Fl Fi where Fi D
1=1

FS 3 • • • and each Fi is a finite union of closed subintervals of [0,1]. Setting
Ji={f^n\

f\F,=0}
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it is clear that J\ C J^ C ... and UJi = J . It follows that B = UBi where
Bi ^ I n / J i - Since K\ is a continuous functor we have K\{B) = lim K\{Bz)
hence it suffices to prove that Ki{Bi) == 0 for all large enough i. But for
large i,Bi is isomorphic to a direct sum of (7*-algebras, each of which is
isomorphic either to C'([0,1], Mn) or to

{/eC([0,l],M,)|/(l)eCU.
Since the K\ -group of these algebras is zero we conclude that
K,(Bi)=0.
D
PROPOSITION 4.2. — Let
0-^A-^E-^B-^O
be an extension of separable C*-algebras. If E is an AD-algebra then
TT* : K\{E) —> Ki{B) is surjective and any torsion element of K^(B) lifts
to a torsion element of Ki(E).
Proof. — By assumption E is the inductive limit of a sequence
^i -^ D2 -^ ...
of C*-algebras Di C V. This gives canonical maps ^ : Di —^ E with
E = U(pi(Di). Setting Bi = 7r^(D^) one has B = UBi. This shows that
i
i
the extension in the statement of the proposition is the inductive limit of
the extensions
TT(pi

(**)

0-^Ji-^Di——>Bi-^0.

Since the K\ functor is continuous it suffices to prove the proposition for
the extensions (**). Write Di ^ £'1 © ... ® Er with Ej ^ M^)(T^)).
Accordingly Bi decomposes as Bi = C\ © ... © Cr where Cj ^ E j / J i D Ej
and TTipi = diag(^i,... ,'0r) with ^ : Ej —> Cj surjective. By Lemma 4.1
we conclude, for each j, that either K\(Cj) is zero or ^j (hence J<"i(^j)) is
an isomorphism. This proves that K\(^(pi) has a right inverse.
D
Remark 4.3. — One can conclude from Proposition 4.2 that we can
replace (i) in Theorem 3.1 by
(i') E is an AP-algebra.
Indeed if E is an AP-algebra then TT+ is surjective hence the index
map <5i : K^(B) -^ Ko(A) is zero. Thus (i') => (iii) of Theorem 3.1.
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THEOREM 4.4. — Let A, B be AV-algebras of real rank zero and let
e € Ext(Ki(B)^ K-^(A)). Suppose that K-^(B) has a finite subgroup H such
that the image of e under the restriction map
Ext(^i(B),^i(A)) -^ Ext(H,K^A))
is nonzero. Then there is an extension
0 -^ A (g) 1C -> E -^ B -^ 0
representing e e KK^{B^A) such that E has real rank zero, stable rank
one and E is not an AD-algebra.

Proof. — The universal coefficient theorem of [RS] gives an exact
sequence
0 -. Ext(K^B),K^A))——>KK^B,A) -^Rom(K^B),K^A)) -. 0.
The map 7 has degree zero and the map j has degree 1. Each e €
Ext(J<Ti(i?),Xi(A)) gives an element j(e) € KK\{B^A) represented by
some extension
0-^A(8)/C-^->B-^0.

The index maps in the long exact sequence in J^-theory associated with
this extension are given by
(6^6,)=-rj(e)=0

hence are vanishing. By Proposition 4 in [LR] this implies that E has real
rank zero and stable rank one whenever A and B have real rank zero and
stable rank one. On the other hand e corresponds to the isomorphism class
of the extension
0 -> ^i(A) -^ K^E) -^ K^(B) -^ 0.
If e is chosen such that its image in Ext(-H",Xi(A)) is non-zero then we
conclude from Proposition 4.2 that E is not an AD-algebra.
D
Example 4.5. — Let A be a real rank zero AP-algebra with Ko(A) =
Z - and ^i(A) = Z/2. By a result of Elliott [Ell] such a C*-algebra
exists and is unique up to an isomorphism. Let e be the generator of
Ext(J^i(A),JCi(A)) = Z/2. Theorem 4.4 shows that there is an extension
0 -^ A (g) 1C -> E -^ A -^ 0
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such that E has real rank zero, stable rank one and E is not an AP-algebra.
Futhermore it can be shown that E is not isomorphic to an inductive limit
of homogeneous C*-algebras [BD].
However U 0 E is an AF-algebra if U is a suitable [/.HT-algebra
(cf. [EK]). To be specific, let U be a L^F-algebra with Ko(U) = Z [ 1 ].
Then

0-^U^A^fC-^U^E-^U^A-^O
is an extension where U 0 A is an AP-algebra with K^(U <S> A) = 0 .
Elliott's classification theorem [Ell] implies that U 0 A is an AF-algebra.
We conclude from Brown's theorem on extensions of AF-algebras [Bri]
that U (g) E is an AF-algebra.
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